John Hasler joined the cast of ‘T.Bag’ in the second episode of “Wonders in Letterland” and continued
until the final episode in 1992.
John had previous acting experience from “Breakout”, a 1983 Children'
s Film Foundation production,
and an uncredited role in Terry Gilliam’s “Brazil”. He went on to appear in various other television series,
including Doctor At The Top (with Robin Nedwell), Against All Odds (with Roy Marsden and Melanie
Kilburn), Renford Rejects for Nickelodeon, and Harry’s Mad for Carlton. In October 2003 he filmed a
commercial for Roots Coffee in Japan, alongside Ewan McGregor.
In recent years John had a role in Casualty, but has mainly been seen in theatre, including the role of
Peter in a national tour of “The Railway Children”; Sam in “Tarnished Angel” at the Finborough Theatre;
Boult in “Pericles” for the Ludlow Festival; Eugene in “Brighton Beach Memoirs” for the English Theatre,
Frankfurt; Edwin in “The Cub” at the Traverse Theatre; Stefano in “Miranolina”, Skinner in “Forty Years
On”, and Young Charlie in “Conversations with My Father”, all at the Stephen Joseph Theatre in
Scarborough. John has also played Arty in “Lost in Yonkers”, the Artful Dodger in “Oliver!”, Lampwick in
“Pinocchio”, and the Son of McDuff in “Macbeth” for the RSC Barbican..
John does much voiceover and radio work, which includes the animated German film “The Adventures
of Globi” (as the voice of Benji), “The Kingfisher Tailor” (as the voice of Coffee Sewell) and the 1996
Central Television version of The Legends of Treasure Island (as the voice of Jim Hawkins).
His many radio roles include Will in “With A Little Help From My Friends”, Masher in “A Fairly Secret
Agent”, Stephen in “Travelling Light” and James in “Auntie Mame”, all for the BBC. He has also recorded
several short stories for the “Together” programme for BBC Radio 4 including reading 12 episodes of
“Black Beauty”. In the American radio drama serial “First Light” he played the role of Peniel.
John’s voice has also featured in many commercials and corporate assignments, including projects for
LWT, BBC, Vodafone Live, NatWest, Microsoft, Homechoice, Dell, OUP, Pearsons, Hertz, Christian Aid
and Tango. He dubbed the young Ben Wishaw in the new movie “Perfume” and other recent dubbing
work includes Silent Witness, The Tudors, Ghostwatch, and Rome. Most recently he was involved in
recordings for a new website on citizenship, partly sponsored by the BBC.
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